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The Best Care Possible: Review
If you are mortal or know someone who is, please read this hopeful primer on death and dying, pain and
suffering, helplessness and responsibility, dignity, love, and life.
Through powerful and moving stories of his patients and friends, Dr. Ira Byock demonstrates how American
attitudes toward death and current medical practices combine to isolate, humiliate, and inflict unnecessary
pain and suffering upon the frail and the dying. Byock starts by diagnosing what ails the medical profession: a
lack of training in end-of-life care, a focus on the pathology rather than the patient, and the proliferation of
medical subspecialties, which, when patients are moved from one doctor to the next, fragments care. These
practices push patients who would prefer to die in comfort and dignity at home into ICUs where they suffer
the pain of unwanted and expensive medical procedures and are cut off from their helpless and frightened
families.
Byock's specialty, palliative care, seeks to change these practices by focusing on the easing of suffering and
pain - for both the patient and for his loved ones: "Palliative care is an interdisciplinary team approach to care
for people with life-threatening conditions, which addresses physical, emotional, social, and spiritual distress
and seeks to improve the quality of life for the ill person and his or her family." This collaborative model
treats the patient as a whole person and acknowledges the patient's values and wishes.
This team-approach sounds expensive, but Byock repeatedly shows that palliative care teams (and hospice
care) save money while profoundly improving quality of life for patients and their families. An example: It
doesn't cost a thing for family members to bring photographs and music to the ICU. They comfort the patient
and, importantly, help the medical staff get to know their patient, not just his or her disease.
Once palliative care doctors learn more about their charges, their teams determine how their patients would
like to die. If a non-communicative patient has not prepared an advanced directive (and 75% of American
adults have not), palliative care physicians meet with family members to determine the "goals of care." These
goals can include anything, from enlisting all available treatments to no treatment at all.
Byock recounts painful, angry and tragic meetings with confused and frightened families unaware of their
loved one's wishes; they're so afraid of accepting the inevitable that they prolong useless, expensive and
invasive treatments. But, Byock reminds the reader, no matter how much we avoid discussing it, "death is not
optional." His stories of patients who died gently and well, and of the family members who helped them,
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show us that it is only when we accept mortality that we can, with our doctors' help, discover reasonable
"goals of care." If not unlimited life, then quality of life for the remaining hours, days, weeks, months, or
years.
Again, this "quality of care" sounds expensive but it saves money. Palliative care keeps seriously ill patients
comfortable and as pain-free as possible and often allows them to remain at home where they can enjoy
music, food, and the company of friends and pets. It also helps patients avoid treatments that prolong
suffering and sometimes even shorten life, while guiding and supporting caregivers who are eager to
demonstrate their love.
In this suspenseful, moving and indispensable book, Byock shares a great deal of important information: how
palliative care and hospice care extend life rather than shorten it; why he thoroughly and adamantly opposes
physician-assisted suicide; how families caring for frail and elderly relatives can advocate for them and help
them remain independent and well; how to get the most from doctors' appointments; how to help a dying
friend or relative; how a political movement to reform the way we die in America is overdue; and how
medical professionals can love their patients.
I especially appreciate Byock's affectionate and optimistic view of human nature. He believes that caring for
one another is essential to human character and that death, when done right, affirms love, heals loss and
completes and enriches our lives:
Everyone dies of something. Every time a new complication develops, the doctors will assign it a name,
giving you another diagnosis... Yet when someone's underlying illness is progressing or their general
condition leaves them weak and with little chance of turning things around, every decision to treat a
potentially lethal problem means the person will have to eventually succumb to something else. The question
then becomes: What would be an acceptable way for you - or the person you love so much - to die.
Reviewed by Jo Perry

The Best Care Possible: Beyond the Book
Accepting Death and Dying Well: Additional Resources
One cannot finish Dr. Byock's book without resolving, as much as possible, to take responsibility for one's
own death and to become deeply involved in the experiences and medical treatments of those we love who are
dying.
His website, www.dyingwell.org, provides readers with additional information and helpful resources on the
topic of dying, specifically on the emotional work required when saying our final farewells:
A generous list of articles and editorials gives readers information on topics ranging from dying with
dignity, to the debate on assisted suicide, to problems with current healthcare.
In one of his books, The Four Things That Matter Most (2004), four phrases - "Please forgive me," "I
forgive you," "Thank you," and "I love you" - are seen as "guides for doing the right thing, for
reconciling the rifts that divide people, and for cutting through old history - because you just never
know."
Byock also presents readers with paintings by Deidre Scherer and Cathy Weber, which inspire
discussions of grief, death and dying as natural parts of life. Byock states, "By honoring the process of
aging and dying, these figurative images lift the invisibility that surrounds this subject. This work starts
a dialogue about death, and therefore about life, that is essential to our times."
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Among other issues, in an interview with NPR Byock discusses the process of consulting patients on
advanced directives. He says, "When I talk to people and encourage them to fill out these advanced
directives, these days I don't start by saying, 'This is how you can protect yourself or retain control over
your body.' I say, 'This is a way for you to take care of your family if a crisis happens and you're unable
to speak for yourself, and they, those that you love, will be left to struggle with decisions about your
treatment and care.'"
If you have trouble talking about mortality, watch the following Ted lecture in which Peter Saul, a Senior
Intensive Care specialist in the adult and pediatric ICU at John Hunter Hospital, talks about you-know-what,
and explains how we can't control if we'll die but we can choose to "occupy death."

By Jo Perry
This review first ran in the April 18, 2012 issue of BookBrowse Recommends
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